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ABSTRACT
Our group submitted task for Temporal Intent Disambigua-
tion (TID) Subtask (Chinese) of NTCIR-2012. We using
word2vec to model query String into feature vector, and
using cos function to measure the similarity between query
string and training corpus SougouCA. Our results shows the
approach is efficient for solving thoes Task.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Successful search engines are supposed to consider tempo-

ral aspects of information because of the crucial role in es-
timating information relevance of time [1]. With successful
solutions, search engines could then treat temporal queries
accordingly to their underlying temporal classes[2].And an
analysis [3] shows that users searching for fresh information
also seek for information in past as well as future. But the
results of search engines like Google, is now greatly depended
on the searching history of users or the searching times of
keywords. Recently, a news about searching for ”Bismarck”
by Google has become a hot topic on internet in Japan. In
steading of the pictures of the ”Otto von Bismarck”, Google
Japan will give more pictures about a game character be-
cause of the high popularity of the game in Japan that,
times for searching about the character are far more than
the ones for the real person. For getting correct results from
Google, the keywords you should try may like ”Bismarck
1815” for ”Otto von Bismarck”, or ”Bismarck 1936” for ”the
battleship Bismarck”. So it is important to add time into
search engines which has been known as a long time.
Information, ”Otto von Bismarck (1815-1898)” or ”the bat-
tleship Bismarck (1939-1941)”, contains temporal aspects
which are supposed to be considered in search engines. The
information retrieval based on temporal information is proved
to be better than the information retrieval of simple text-

keyword search in the capabilities of query expression and
query processing [4].

Similar with English, some kinds of adverbial of time,
”昨天(yesterday)”, ”现在(now)” and ”明天(tomorrow)”, are
also be used in Chinese.According to the conventional re-
search[5].these kinds of temporal expressions in Chinese can
be classified into some classes as ”PosDate” expressions [”去
年春天(last spring)”], ”TempWord”expressions [”春节(Chinese
new year)”], ”Composite” expressions [”1999年4月28日(April
28, 1999)”, ”两年后(two years later)”], ”Set” expressions [”每
年(every year)”], or ”EventAn”expressions [”当他演讲时(when
he was speaking)”]. However, just like the phrases of verbs
”来过(have come) ”, ”来了(came) ” or ”将要来(coming)”, no
tense will be found in Chinese verbs as a considerable feature
of this language that is different with English. Otherwise,
a message at 15:00 like ”今天晚饭吃什么？(What shall be
my dinner today?)”, shows that to discriminate the mes-
sage as a future event, comparison between ”15:00” and ”晚
饭(affirmed to be 15:00 later)” is needed in Chinese while
”shall” can tell the answer in English. Different approaches
are anticipated to be necessary in Chinese sentences with-
out adverbial of time or messages like the example therefore,
which can be a valuable challenge as Chinese is a new pro-
cessing language in the task, and our work is supposed to
be a good beginning.

In this year’s TID Subtask of Chinese, we provide an ex-
tending method of computing the similarity keywords of
object query string in our training corpus sougouCA. For
a better vector representation of a word, we use word2vec
tool to training a 200 dimension vector. Then we extend the
query string by calculating the most similarity ten words in
sougouCA. Finally, we take this query string sequence in-
stead of the single query word in Task.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
$2, we will describe our approach proposed for TID subtask.
In $3 and $4, we will give our experiment results and some
analysises.

2. OUR APPROACH

2.1 Annotation Corpus
In Temporal Intent Disambiguation (TID) Subtask, we

will give our results for 300 different queries in temporal
attribute.Our corpus for dry run and formal run is called
SougouCA which was published by Sougou Labs[6].
This coprsu conrains 762809 news contents,which were col-
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Figure 1: The structure of SougouCA

lected from 2012.06 to 2012.07. There are eighteen news tags
in this corpus like: national news, international news, en-
tainment, sports .Figure one shows the structure of SougouCA
corpus. As can be seen from the figure, tag ”id” is the id
number of this news, the tag name ”host” means the page
website of this news, the tag ”date” represents the published
time of this news, the tag ”url” means where the data came
from, the name ”title” give us the title of the page, and the
<text> means the contents of this news.

According to those full of Temporal and named entities
parirs news, we can get annotated sentences using ”Tempo-
raliaChTagger” [7, 8]. The news contents in SougouCA were
annotated on sentences level, and using <SE> </SE> rep-
resenting the sentenc’s begin and end respectively, as show
in Figure 2.
The sentence was annotated mainly into two categories: one
is time represented as <T>***</T> and the other one is
named entity represented as <E>***</E>. For category
<T>,its type is ”DATE”, and which has four values, named
”PRESENT”,”PAST”,”FUTURE” and a specific date format
as ”year-month-day”. Four of the samples can be shew blew:

1. < Ttype = ”DATE”value = ”PRESENT REF”>现
在(English: now)< /T>

2. < Ttype = ”DATE”value = ”PAST REF”>近日(
English: recently)< /T>

3. < Ttype = ”DATE”value = ”FUTURE REF”>不
久(English: soon)< /T>

4. < Ttype = ”DATE”value = ”2011 − 08 − 25”>２０
１１年８月２５日(English: 2011.08.25)< /T>

For category <E>, it has five types, named ”ORGANIZA-
TION”, ”GPE”, ”PERSON”, ”LOCATION”, and ”MISC”(by
merging all but the four most dominant entity types into one
general entity). The five Typies can be shew in the following
annotation samples:

1. < Etype = ”ORGANIZATION”>公安部治安局(
English: Ministry of Public Security Bureau)< /E>

2. < Etype = ”GPE”>唐山(English: Tangshan)< /E>

Figure 2: The annotation file of SougouCA made by
TemporaliaChTagger
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3. < Etype = ”PERSON”>刘绍武(English: Shaowu
Liu)< /E>

4. < Etype = ”LOCATION”>欧美(English: Europe
and America)< /E>

5. < Etype = ”MISC”>１５０< /E>

2.2 Word2vec Tool
Word2vec is a tool that takes a text corpus input and

produces the word vectors as ootput [9].Given enough data,
usage and contexts, Word2vec can make highly accurate
guesses about a word’s meaning based on past appear-
ances.Those guesses can be used to establish a word’s as-
sociation with other words,or cluster documents and classify
them by topic [10]. We use this tool to produce the word
vectors of SougouCA. Table 1 shows the ten similariry words
of query string ”滑雪(English:Skiing)”of id 037 computing by
the model trained by word2vec.

Table 1: Ten similariry words of query string ”滑滑滑雪雪雪”
Word Similarity Word Similarity

登山(English:
Climbing)

0.7583161
探险(English:
Expedition)

0.51729447

露营(English:
Camping)

0.6478083
柳汉奎( En-
glish: Ryu
Hangyu)

0.5031028

冲浪(English:
Surfing)

0.54753125
徒步(English:
Hiking)

0.4999488

热 气 球
(English:Fire
Ballon)

0.54753125
冰雪(English:
Ice and Snow)

0.497199

观峰(English:
Sightseeing)

0.52005875
水上(English:
Overwater)

0.492894

When training the word vectors, the main parameters
for using word2vec are ”-skip-gram -size 200 -windows 5”.
For every query string Squery = (w1, w2, · · · , wi, · · · , wn),
in which wimeans the word in query string. In our method,
the feature vector for query string Vquery can be represented
as formula(1):

Vquery =

n∑
j=1

vword(j) (1)

vword(j) means the vector of the word in query string. n
means the number of words in query string.

3. OUR EXPERIMENT SYSTEM FOR TASK
As show in figure 3 and Algorithm 1, for the query string

Squery in task, using word2vec tool to train word vectors
about SougouCA news corpus. For the sentences S<SE> in
SougouCA annotated by TemporaliaChTagger, defined the
feature vectors of query and training sentences as formular
(2) and (3):

Vquery =

n∑
j=1

vword(j) (2)

V<SE> =

m∑
k=1

v<SE>(m) (3)

For every query, computing the similarity of V<SE> and
Vquery using cos function. Selecting the total ten highest
similarity sentences in SougouCA, and using tag ”<T,type=

Algorithm 1: Query String Temporalia Computing

Input: Query Squery = (w1, w2, · · · , wi, · · · , wn), and
annotated sentences
S<SE> = (C1, C2, · · · , Ck, · · · , Cm) in training
corpus.

Output: The Temporalia Query series results
Tquery = (Ppast, Precency, Pfuture, Patemporal).

index = 0; Num<SE> = Iterator();
repeat

Vquery =
∑n

j=1 vword(j);

V<SE> =
∑m

k=1 v<SE>(m);
RSimilarity = cos(Vquery, V<SE>);
for each sentence <SE> in RSimilarity within ten
do

Compare T<tag > in <SE> with Sdate in
Squery;
if (T<tag > < Sdate) then

end
Numpast+=1;
if (T<tag > > Sdate) then

end
Numfuture+=1;
if (T<tag > = Sdate) then

end
Numrecency+=1;
if Found = FALSE then

end
Numatemporal+=1;

end
if Num∗!=Null then

Tquery = (Ppast, Precency, Pfuture, Patemporal);
else

Tquery = (1, 0, 0, 0);
end

until Num<SE>.hasnext();

”date”> ” to match the query timeline to get the final tem-
poral probility of four time categories. For the query string
”滑雪(English:Skiing)” in id 037, the results calculated by
our method are shew in Table 2:

Table 2: Comparison between temporal Results and
grand truth of query string ”滑滑滑雪雪雪(English:Skiing)” in
id 037

Item Past Recency Future Atemporal
Truth 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.7

Results 0.247104 0.274131 0.262548 0.216216

4. RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
As shows in table three and table four, our group sub-

mitted one run for Temporal Intent Disambiguation (TID)
Subtask (Chinese). In the formal run, we proposed a sim-
ilarity computing method for Temporal information query.
In the total 300 queries, we got Averaged Per-Class Abso-
lute Loss(APAL) of 0.271564197983333, and Cosine Simi-
larity(CoS) of 0.607726046083874. For every sigle temporal
categories, if the results of a query string contains a tem-
poral category, we mark one time of the certain temporal
category. After calculated all of the 300 queries, we get the
precision of four temporal categories shown in table four.
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Figure 3: The flow chart for query system

As can be seen in table four , our method get higher preci-
sion of 92.7% in ”atemporal” category.Through this task, we
can found the effictiveness of using multi-label in searching
queries, and get a new view about temporal extraction.

Table 3: Precision of four temporal categories
Item Past Recency Future Atemporal

Precision(%) 52.7 58 39.7 92.7

Table 4: Results of TID Task
Item APAL CoS

Avgeraged Value 0.271564197983333 0.607726046083874
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